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FOREWORD
I The study reported herein was conducted by personnel of the Mobility
i Research and Methodology Branch (MRMB), Mobility Systems Division (MSD),Mobility and Environmental Systems Laboratory (MESL), U. S. Army Engineer
Waterways Experiment Station (WES). It was sponsored by the Advanced
!_ Development Office Advanced Manned Missions, Headquarters, National
; Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Washington, D. C., and was
i under the technical cognizance of Dr. N. C. Costes of the Space Sciences
Laboratory, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), Huntsville_
i Alabama. The work was performed under NASA Defense Purchase Request
No. H-92166A, dated 30 March 1972.
! The tests were conducted under the general supervision of Messrs.
; W.G. Shockley, Chief of the MESL, A. A. Rule, Chief of the MSD, and
i' S.J. Knight and C. J. Nuttall, Jr., former and present Chiefs of the
! MRMB, respectively, and under the direct supervision of Dr. K.-J. Melzer
and MAJ G. D. Swanson of the MRMB, who also prepared this report.
i The Elastic Loop Mobility System used in this study was built by
[ the Lockheed Missiles and Space Company (LMSC), Huntsville, Alabama,
! under NASA Contract NASB-27737 for MSFC and with its cooperation.Acknowledgment is made to Messrs. C. J. Nuttall, Jr., J. L. Smith,
i and A. B. Thompson of the MRMB for their advice and support and to Drs. N. C.Costes, MSFC, and W. Trautwein, LMSC, for their general assistance during
the conduct of this st,dy.
BG E. D. Peixotto, CE, and COL G. H. Hilt, CE, were Directors
of the WES during the conduct of the study and the preparation and
publication of this report. Mr. F. R. Brown was Technical Director.
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NOTATION
a Distance between geometric center point of ELMS II and the
point of trailer connection = 0.35 m
b Distance between geometric center point of ELMS II and
trailer axle ffi1.42 m
Ctr Cohesion derived from trenching tests, kPa
Ff,Fr. Front and rear shock absorber forces, respectively, N
Fu,F A Upper and lower pitch forces, respectively, N
G Cone penetration resistance gradient, MPa/m
L Load component transferred through rigid connection to
trailer = M'/(b - a), N
P
M,Ma,Mc,M Actual torque, applied torque, torque derived by motor-
current method, and torque measured by straln-gage method,
respectively, m-N
Pitch moment at restralned-pftch connection linking ELMS IIMP to dynamome er carriage during phase I tests, m-N
: M' Pitch moment at rigid connection linking ELMS II with
P trailer, m-N
Pc Contact pressure, kPa
P Pull, N
P Pull applied to ELMS II-trailer system, Na
! PTR Component of trailer weight acting parallel to slope in
downward direction - WTR sin
Pa Component of ELMS II weight acting parallel to slope in
downward direction - W sin a i
PC Pull coefficient = P/WN, dlmensionle3s !
PC' Pull coefficient corrected for load transfer = P/W',
dimensionless
ix
1
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PCT Towed force coefficient, dimensionless
PN Power number = M_/WNVa , dimensionless
PN' Power number corrected for load transfer = M_/W'v a ,
dlmenslonles s
PNsp,PN20 Power numbers for self-propelled and 20 percent sl_p
condltlons, respectively, dimensionless
r Effective radius of ELMS II loop at the drive drum, me
s Slip, %
SP Self-propelled point (P/W = 0)
TC Torque coefficient - M/WNr e , dimensionless
TC' Torque coefficient corrected for load transfer = M/W'r ,
dimension less e
TP Towed point (M = O)
v Translational speed of the carriage, m/seca
v Translational speed of carriage at zero slip, m/seco
vt Translational speed of ELMS II loop, m/sec
Vsp,VTp Trarslatlonal speed of carriage at self-propelled and towed
points, respectively, m/sec
w Moisture content, %
W Load, N
WN = W cos _ Component of ELMS II weight acting normal to slope, N
W' Load component acting normal to slope surface, corrected
for load transfer = (WN - L), N
z Sinkage, cm
Angle of slope, deg
_' Equivalent slope angle, deg
B Pitch angle, deg
Yd Dry density, glcm3
_f,_ Front and rear shock absorber displacements, respectively, mr
n Efficiency - Pv /M , dimensionlessa
o Normal stress, kPan
OpE Angle of internal friction determined from in sltu plate
tests, deg
o s Secant friction angle determined from triaxlal tests, dee
Angular velocity of the ELMS II, rpm
x
i
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CONVERSION FACTORS_ METRIC TO BRITISH UNITS OF HEASUREHENT
Metric units of measurement used in this report can be converted to
British units as follows:
i! Multiply By To Obtain
centimeters 0.3937 inches
meters 3.2808 feet
ii newtons 0.2248 pounds (force)meter-newtons 0.7375 foot-pounds
kilopascals 0.1450 pounds (force) per square inch
megapascals per meter 3.684 pounds (force) per cubic inch
_ grams per cubic centimeter 62.43 pounds (mass) per cubic foot
xt
|
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Tests were conducted to evaluate the mobility performance of a
second-generation Elastic Loop Mobility System (ELMS II) developed by
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company for the National Aeronaatics and
Space Administration (NASA). Performance on level test lanes and slopes
of lunar soll simulant (LSS) and obstacle-surmounting and crevasse-
crossing capabilities were investigated. In addition, internal losses
and contact pressure distributions were evaluated.
To evaluate the soft-soil performance, two basic soil conditions
were tested: loose (LSSI) and dense (LSSs). These conditions embrace
the spectrum of soll strengths tested durin_ recent studies for NASA
related to the mobility performance of the LRV. Data indicated that
for the tested range of the various performance parameters, performance
was independent of unit load (contact pressure) and ELMS II drum angular
velocity, but was influenced by soil strength and ELMS pitch mode. Power
requirements were smaller at a given system output for dense soll than
for loose soil. The total system output in terms of pull developed or
slope-cllmbing capability was larger for the ELMS II operating in restrained-
pitch mode than in free-pitch mode.
The angle of the maximum slope that the ELMS II climbed in free-
pitch mode on dense soll was 35 deg: on the same soil, but with the
system operating in restrained-pitch mode, the angle of the maximum
climbable slope was 34 deg, and on loose soil, it was 27 deg. The
smaller maximum slope angles for restralned-pltch mode resulted from
load beln_ transferred from the ELMS II to the trailer, which was used
during the slope tests to stabilize the single unit. If this load
trausfer can be overcome, for example by replacing the trailer with a
second powered unit, this two-unlt ELMS should be able to climb slopes
with angles up to 38 deg on dense soll and up to about 35 deg on loose
soil. The slope-cllmblng capability can be estimated from results of
tests conducted on level ground.
The maximum rigid-step obstacle surmounted was 46 cm high, and
the maximum crevasse crossed was I00 cm wide. It can be assumed from
; the ELMS performance during these tests that obstacles and crevasses
with larger dimensions could be negotiated if the trailer were replaced
by a second powered ELMS II unit with a pltch-control system in the
linkage between the units.
PRECEDINGPAGEBLANKNOT FILMED
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Internal losses were smaller than those of the first-generation
ELMS for torques up to about 60 percent of the total available torque;
for higher torques, the reverse was the case. The contact pressure
distribution along the longitudinal axis of the loop showed maximum
contact pressure occurring toward the middle of the loop, whereas the
transverse cross-sectional distribution showed pressure concentrations
at the loop edges.
The ELMS lI showed an overall superior performance as compared with
that of the first-generation ELMS and the wheels used on the U. S. Lunar
Roving Vehicles.
xiv
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,! PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF A SECOND-GENERATION
ELASTIC LOOP MOBILITY SYSTEM
• PART I: INTRODUCTION
i Background
1. Surface mobility of advanced-design roving vehicles wil_ be the
key to future lunar and planetary missions extended over large areas.
However, the history of the development of all-terrain systems has been
marked by a controversy between proponents of wheeled vehicles and those
of tracked vehicles. Generally, tracked vehicles have better soft-soil
performance and low-speed mobility but more weight and mechanical com-
plexity, resulting in less reliability; whereas wheeled vehicles have
better high-speed mobility, less weight, and more efficient drive systems.
Wheeled rovers provided sufficient mobility for the early phase of lunar
exploration, as demonstrated by the U. S. Lunar Roving Vehicles (LRV)
during the Apollo Program and by the Russian Lunokhod I. In 1970, in
anticipation of future manned or unmanned extraterrestrial missions,
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company (LMSC) developed a running gear that
combines the major advantages of wheeled and tracked vehicles: the
Elastic Loop Mobility System (ELMS). The first-generation system
(ELMS I) was tested at the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment
Station (WES) under the sponsorship of the Advanced Development Office,
Advanced Missions Program, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) through the Space Sciences Laboratory of the Marshall Space Flight
Center (MSFC), Hunts_ille, Alabama. The results of that program showed
promising trends in the performance of the system in terms of soft-soil,
obstacle-surmountlng, and slope-cllmbing capabilities (Melzer and Green,
1971; Melzer and Trautweln, 1972).
2. Subsequently, LMSC, under NASA contract and technical guidance
of the MSFC Space Sciences Laboratory, developed a second-generation
system (ELMS II). In early 1972 the WES conducted a short acceptance
test program for MSFC, the purpose of which was to determine whether the
, |
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system and its components were functioning as required. The acceptance
tests were designed so that their results could be used, at least with-
in certain limits, in the extensive mobility performance evaluation to
follow.* This mobility performance and evaluation and its results are
described herein. Henceforth, the term ELMS will refer to the second-
generation Elastic Loop Mobility System (ELMS II), unless otherwise
designated.
Purpose
3. The purpose of this study was to conduct a laboratory evalua-
tion of the performance of the ELMS in terms of its soft-soil, slope-
climbing, obstacle-surmountlng, and crevasse-crossing capabilities.
Scope I
4. The program wab conducted in three phases. During phase I the
ELMS was mounted in a slngle-unlt dynamometer system; and 27 multipass,
constant-sllp (see paragraph 36) tests were conducted on level surfaces
of lunar soil simulant (LSS) prepared to loose (LSSI**) or dense (LSS5)
consistency. Loads were 565 and 690 N.+ The ELMS was either allowed
to pitch freely or was restricted to pitch angles (6) of -3, O, or
+4 deg. Angular velocitles of the ELMS drums were about 33 and 130 rpm,
with corresponding translational drum speeds of about 0.5 and 2.0 m/set.
5. During phase II the system was tested by a controlled-pull
technique (see paragraph 40) on I0 LSS slopes ranging from 0 to 35 deg;
the LSS was prepared to dense consistency only. Tests of from t_ to
* The results of the acceptance tests were submitted as a letter report
to NASA-MSFC on 19 July 1972.
** Subscripts to "LSS" denote certain strength characteristics of the
simulant and are used in all studies conducted on LSS for NASA.
% A table of factors for converting metric units of measurement to
British units is given on page xl.
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1eight passes each were conducted on each siope. The nominal load was
! 690 N. Pitch conditions were: free, fully restzalned (fl::_0 de8), and
i elastlcally restrained (see paragraph 29). The speed range was about
the same as that in phase I.
" 6. During phase III one-step, single obstacles up to 46 cm high
and crevasses up to 100 cm wide were used. Tests were run with a load
of 690 N. In addition, the internal losses of the ELMS and its contact
pressure distribution were evaluated.
7. Nhere tesls were conducted in phases I and II that were
similar to the acceptance tests, the results of the acceptance tests
were incor_orated i_, the analysis.
1974022487-013
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I PART II: SOIL AND TEST EQUIPMENT
Soil
Description
8. The LSS used in this study was a crushed basalt that had been
processed to produce a grain-size distribution approximating that of soll
0
samples collected during the Apollo program (Costes, Farmer, and George,
1972). Generally, the grain-size distribution covered the silt and fine
sand ranges. The LSS had the characteristics of a basically cohesion-
less soil, which, howe'er, exhibited a small amount of cohesion when moist
and/or compacted. The mechanical properties of the material have been
described in detail elsewhere (Melzer and Green, 1971; Melzer, 1971).
This material was used fcr the program reported herein to allow a direct
comparison among the performances of the ELMS II, the ELMS I, and the
L,_ wheels, which were also tested on LSS.
Preparation
9. Two soil conditions were required for the soft-soll tests:
one in which the soll was air-dry and placed loosely, thereby yielding
high compressibility and low strength characteristics (LSSI) ; and the
other in which the soil was moist and compacted, thus yielding a rela-
tively high strength (LSS5). The average cone penetration resistance
gradient (G) of the LSS I was 0.30 MPa/m, ranging between 0.09 and
0.84 MPa/m; the G values of the LSS 5 ranged from 3.99 to 9.47 MPa/m,
with an average of 6.59 MPa/m. (See table AI.*)
i0. The air-dry LSS I was processed in place before each test by
plowing with a seed fork to a depth of 30 cm and screeding the surface
level. The average moisture content of the processed material was
1.0 percent. To prepare LSSs, the material was mixed in the soll bin
(length _ 8.5 m, width = 1.6 m) with an amount of water that would result
in a mixture with an average moisture content of aSout 1.8 percent. The
amount of moisture was held constant by covering the test section when
*Tables numbered with the prefix "A" comprise Appendix A.
4
i
i
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not in use and occasionally spraying the surface slightly with water to
compensate for evaporation. The material was processed before each test
by plowing, as was done for LSSI; but in addition, the soll was compacted
with a surface vibrator until the desired density was reached. Finally,
the surface was screeded level. The uniformity of each test section was
checked by measurements with the WES mechanical cone penetrometer.
ii. Durlrg phases I and II, each test consisted of one or several
passes of the ELMS over the soil, and for each pass the slip condition
of the system was changed. The soil was not reprocessed between passes;
only the disturbed soil on top was removed and the surface screeded level.
This procedure, chosen to lessen the cost of soil processing, seemed
justified since the soll underwent only minor changes during the first
three to five passes (especially the LSS5) as long as the slip rates
were kept within moderate limits. Furthermore, based on previous experi-
ence, these minor changes in soll strength were not anticipated to affect
the ELMS performance appreciably within the range of light loads used in
these tests.
Soil tests
12. Tests were conducted to determine values of cone penetration
resistance, moisture content, and density. Before-traffic values are
summarized in table AI; detailed data for each test are given in table A2.
13. Cone penetration resistance. The WES mechanical cone pene-
trometer was used during the soft-soil performance tests to measure the
penetration resistance gradient G . During phases I and II, G was
determined prior to the first pass, at five points on the center line of
a test section and at five points to the right and five points to the
left offset 25 cm from the center line. During phase I, data were also
taken along the center llne before the second and third passes at five
additional points each. These 15 penetrations (5 for each pass) were
so close together that no valid data could be taken before the fourth
pass (if conducted). During phase II, in addition to the before-trafflc
penetrations, data were taken at five points along the center llne only
after the last pass had been conducted.
i, 5
l
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14. Relative density, dry denslty t and moisture content. In con-
I nection with the soft-soll performance tests, a few density and moisture
content measurements were determined gravlmetrlcally by means of a
"density box" (Freitag, Green, and Melzer, 1970). In addition, the sur-
face moisture content of each test section was determined for each test.
During one of the earlier programs for NASA during which LSS was used,
relations among G , dry density, relative density, and moisture content
were establlshed (Melzer, 1971, fig. 2). The same relations were used
in this study to determine values of dry density and relative density
! from the measured values of G and moisture content; and density and
relative density were monitored primarily by measuring the penetration
resistance with the WES cone penetrometer. The minimum, maximum, and
average values for LSS I and LSS 5 are listed in table AI, together with
the volumetrically determined values of density, relative density, and
moisture content.
15. Shear strenst h. Angles of internal friction based on vacuum
trlaxlal and in situ plate shear tests, and cohesion based on trenching
tests were determined for various relative densities and moisture con-
tents in earlier studies (Melzer and Green, 1971; Melzer, 1971). From
these relations average angles of internal friction and average values
of cohesion were determined for the soll conditions tested during this
study and are given in table AI.
Test Equipment
ELMS II
16. The ELMS mounted in the dynamometer system during phase I
is shown in figs. i, 2, and 3, and during slope tests of phase II in
fig. 4. The unit is 1.66 m long and 36 cm wide, and consists of a power
storage space (battery box), two drive drums with brushless d-c drive
motors mounted internally (maximum torque output limited to 82 m-N), and
a continuous looD fabricated from Beta III titanium alloy (fi_. I).
Seventy polyurethane foam-type grousers are mounted to the loop to provide
traction and favorable pressure distribution. Nylon knobs affixed to
I
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a__. Slip = 4.0 percent; pitch angle = +6 deg
b. Slip = _7.8 percent; pitch ,InF,Ie = +I0 deg
Fig. 3. EI_I_ li during tests in phase I, fret-pitch n,odu, soil
condition LSS5, load: 565 N, drum speed: 0.5 m/see
REPRODL_II[IY OF THE ORIGINAL PAO_EIs..p._DOR,l i
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Ropes for Counter-
balancing Trailer
Weight _'_
i_., _ 2,
a. 35-deg slope; free-pitch mode
j
_ Security Rope
d
J
b. 34-deg slope; fully restrained-pitch mode
Strain-]
,' o JGaged ,
• t
Coii !
JSprings , ' _,d
c_. 34-deg slope; elastically restrained-pitch mode
Fig. 4. ELMS II during tests in phase II, soil
condition LSSs, drum speed: 0.5 m/sec
i0
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the loop engage planetary rollers with frictionless pivots, which are
attached to the drum. This arrangement provides a propulsion system
with relatively small internal energy losses• A more detailed des-
t cription of the ELMS, its components, and instrumentation is given by
Trautweln (1972) and Costes and Trautweln (1973). However, a few
details on the instrumentation are given in the followlng paragraphs
because of their importance to this test program.
17. Measurements of torque. Two methods for measuring torque were
provided by the manufacturer: the '_otor-current me:hod" and the "strain-
gage method." In the first, calibration curves of motor current x,ersus
torque had been establlshed (Trautweln, 1972, figs. 7-6 and 7-7). By
monitoring the motor current during each test, the torque could be
determined from these callbratlon curves, However, in about 70 percent
of the acceptance tests, the torque measured by this method was found to
be too small. For example, if maximum torque was applied by forcing the
ELMS to stall, the maximum torque measured was not more than about
65 m-N, instead of 82 m-N one would expect*. Unfortunately. a recalibra-
tion of the motor current was impossible during this test program, so
torque had to be measured by the strain-gage method.
18. In the straln-gage method, the drive torque tubes that connect
the motors with the drive drums were equipped with two strain gages each.
The sum of the four sensor outputs ylelded the total output delivered by
the two motors• The callbratlon of the sensors was given to WES by LMSC
(Trautweln, 1972, table 7-2). However, after the acceptance tests, LMSC
informed the NES that the straln-gage readings are influenced by the
condition under which the ELMS is tested.** For example, readings taken
during level-ground tests with the ELMS mounted in the dynamometer
* These findings were later confirmed during phases T and II of the
program reported herein; the torques measured using both methods are
listed in tables A3 and AS.
** Positioning of the ELMS in other than horizontal position caused
shift of the bending moment on the torque tubes, which influenced the
straln-gage readings.
ll }
I
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system (phase I) would correspond to a different torque from those taken
during slope tests (phase II). Therefore, separate calibrations were
made for each test cond_tlon. Each caliSratlon consisted of applying two
or three known external torques that were counterbalanced with the
ELMS drive motors.
19. Calibration curves were obtained as follows: The torque M
m
measured by the strain gages was plotted versus the known external torque
M . Fig. 5 shows the calibration curve established for the evaluation
of the tests conducted during phase I, and fig. 6 shows the family of
calibration curves used for the analysis of the phase II and phase III
tests. It should be pointed out that in the phase II tests (fig. 6),
the calibration curves were established only for the torque range expected
for a certain test. As the scatter of the data shows, it was extremely
difficult to obtain a good set of calibration data for the phase I! tests.
20. Measurement of an_ular drum velocity. Drum velocity was meas-
ured by tachometers (furnished by Lockheed) nounted inside each drum; an
additional tachometer (furnished by WES; fig. i) was mounted on the out-
side of the front drum to indicate ELMS position in addition to drum rpm,
and a relation of rpm versus output voltage was established.
21. Measurement of shock absorber forces and displacements. Shock
absorber forces were measured by two strain-gaged clevisses, one mounted
between the outer end of each shock absorber piston rod _nd the corre-
sponding suspension arm of the ELMS (fig. i). Shock absorber displace-
ments were measured by potentlometers connected to the suspension arms
(fig. i). Calibrations for the potentiometers and the straln-gaged
clevlsses were provided by Lockheed (Trautweln, 1972, table 7-3 and
fig. 7-8). However, one of the clevlsses broke during the program and
was replaced and recalibrated by the WES.
22. Measurement of sinkage. Sinkage was not monitored contin-
uously. However, it was measured during phase I before and after each
pass by means of a point gage at six places on the center line of the
rut produced by the ELMS. This method was chosen since sinkage did not
appear to be one of the important performance parameters because of the
low contact pressures (good flotation characteristics) involved. Thus,
12
J
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60 .....
PitChde_Angles _ /
Open symbols : _) 0
W - 565 N [] +8
Closed symbols: _" -3
" W - 690 N
= 40 .....
0
"_=_ M - 0.91 Mm
4J
O
20
Q
45 °
0
0 20 40 60 80
Measured Torque M m , m-N
Fig. 5. Calibration for strain-gage
torque method for phase I
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Fi
the data channel usually used to record sinkage could be used to monitor
one of the other more important parameters.
I Dynamometer system
23. The WES dynamometer system (figs. i and 2) was modified to
accept the ELMS. Four horizontal support beams (two on each side of
" the system) were mounted to the main c_rriage so that they could pivot
I freely as cantilevers. The beams were connected by Joints to two verticalELMS support beams at the front end of the system (one on each side). This
"parallelogram" arrangement of the three beams on each side assured that
the longitudinal axis of the vertical support beam remained perpendicular
at all times, regardless of the angle to the horizontal the two support
beams might assume during a test; for example, due to sinkage. This
_ arrangement was necessary because the sensors for measuring vertical load
and horizontal pull were mounted to the vertical support arm (fig. i) and
had to be maintained in the same position relative to the horizontal. Any
deviation from the horizontal or vertical would have distorted these
measurements.
24. Three-component sensors. Two three-component sensors were
Z
designed and fabricated by the WES especially for this program, and were
mounted on either side of the vertical support frame (figs. 1 and 2).
The sensors were machined and straln-gaged so that two forces and one
! moment could be measured. The two forces were vertical load acting on
i the ELMS (created by counterbalancing the system; see weight pan in
fig. 2) and horizontal pull developed by the ELMS. The sensors were
designed to be capable of measuring a maximum force of 670 N in either
direction.
! 25. Original plans called for using the three-component sensorsI
to measure the pitch moment occurring when the ELMS was restrained.
However, checkouts during calibration showed that pitch moment measure-
ments were influenced by pull and/or load, and this idea was abandoned.
26. Pitch moment sensors. Because the pitch moments could not be
measured as orlglnally planned (paragraph 25), a moment arm was attached
to each of the three-component sensors (figs. 1 and 2). The ELMS was
mounted to these arms by stub axles, which led to ball bearings inside
t
._._- • ............... ii I ji ii i ! ii
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the part of the moment arms attached to the sensors. When the ELMS was
not restrained, it pivoted freely about this point (figs. 3a and 3b).
The pitch angle was measured by a protractor mounted to the left moment
arm (not seen in figs. I and 2). For the tests in restralned-pltch mode,
a load cell of 1350-N capacity was mounted to each of the moment arms
and connected to the chassis of the ELMS (fig. i). These load cells
indicated the pitch forces exerted by the ELMS when being re_trained,
and the corresponding pitch moment could be calculated because the length
of each moment arm was known.
27. Damping system. To avoid some of the vertical oscillation of
the parallelogram system (paragraph 23), which occurred especially when
the ELMS was tested at high speeds on relatively firm soil, a viscous-
i
damping system was designed. It consisted of a frame that was connected
at one end by a load cell (2200-N capacity) to the lower horizontal sapport
beams (fig. 2). The other end rotated freely about an axle mounted to
the frame of the main carriage. At a distance of about one-third of its
length, the frame of the damping system was connected by two rolling
diaphragm cylinders to the main carriage. The cylinders contained a low
viscous fluid (oil). This arrangement provided the damping of vertical
motion of the parallelogram system. A potentiometer and a load cell were
available to measure vertical displacement and force, respectively, due
to damping, but these measurements were not monitored during chls program
because of the limited number of channels available in the recording
equipment.
28. )_aln carriage. The main carriage of the dynamometer system
was the same as that used in previous NASA programs. It carries suffi-
cient instrumentation cables to provide for up to 30 channels of analog
signals. It can operate at speeds up to 8 m/sec, and can be held at
constant speed, uniformly decelerated, or uniformly accelerated in a
given test run. Speed wa_ measured by a tachometer; also measured were
t_me and distance traveled. Thus, with the actual speed v of the
a
carriage and the ELMS drum rpm (see paragraph 20) known, the slip at the
loop-soil interface could be determined as follows (this procedure was
16
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! developed by the sponsor and used at his requeat*). From plots of torque
M and pull P , measured during tests of phase I, versus actual speed
2'
Va ' the sp_ed values vTp (carriage sneed at towed point) and Vsp
(carriage soeed at self-propelled point) corresponding resvecttvely to
M = 0 and P - 0 were obtained. The effective radius r f the ELMS
e
loop was then calculated from
V
O
= -- (I)r
e
where
vTp + Vsp
V i assumed to be the carrla_e speed at zero slip,2O
60
Using this r , slip(s) expressed as a _ercentage is:
e
v v
s I t a i00 (2)
V
t
where vt ffiwr . This method allows direct determination of r developede e
under a particular teattng condition and assures In the subseauent slip
calculations (equation 2) that the "towed point" always occurs at zero or
negative sllp values, whereas the "self-propelled point" always occurs at
zero or positive slid values. The values for r evaluated from the teste
results of phase I are listed in table A3. To evaIuate slip in phase II,
r values were chosen from test conditions (speed, load soil density) of
e
phase I that were comparable to the phase II conditions under consideration
(table A5). The r values evaluated varied between 0.148 and 0.155 m.
e
This is close to 0.159 m that one obtains from
r - _ (3)
e 2"
where
p - stralght-line distance between teeth on track = 0.05 m.
n = number of teeth in contact on the drive drum = 20.
*Personal comnun!catlon ,'ith Dr. Costes, MSFC.
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Trailer
29. For the slope tests (phase II) and obstacle-surmounting and
_i crevasse-crosslng tests (phase III), a two-wheeled trailer that had been
fabricated by LMSC was attached to the ELMS (fig. 4). The ELMS chassisw s conn cted to the tr iler yoke by four stiff arms (fig. 4a). The yoke
I consisted of two outer transverse tubes (to which the four trailer arms• were connected) tha o ated a ound one common inner tube (which was
i connected to the trailer axle by one arm). Thus, this configuration
allowed the ELMS to rotate freely about the trailer yoke (fig. 4a). This
rotation could be prevented by locking the two outer tubes to the inner
; tube; this created the fully restrained pltch mode (fig. 4b). The
rigidity of this restraint was decreased by replacing rigid turnbuckles
of the upper arms (fig. 4b) with toll springs (fig. 4c_, resulting in
the so-called "elastically restrained" pitch mode.
: 30. At the connecting points of the four trailer arms and the[
ELMS chassis, four strain-gaged rings (tension rings in fig. i)
provided for measurements of the axial forces occurring in the trailer
arms (fig. 4c). Calibration data were provided by LMSC (Trautwein, 1972,
table 7-1). With these measurements the pitch moments occurring during
tests conducted in restrained-pitch modes were calculated (Trautweln,
1972, p 7-2):
M 1
P = _ h(Fu - F£) (4)
where
M = pitch moment, m-N; counterclockwise = negative.P
h = vertical distance between upper and lower trailer
arms = 0.186 m.
F = sum of forces occurring in the two upper arms;u
tension = positive, ccmpresslon - negative.
F_ = sum of forces occurring in the two lower arms;
tension = positive, compression = negative.
; 18
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Recording systems
31. Phase I. The primary data recording system was an on-llne
digital computer, which was used in previous NASA studies (Green and
Melzer, 1971; Melzer and Green, 1971). With this system, electrical
(analog) signals reach the computer through cables in a raw form without
signal conditioning. The signals are converted to digital form by the
computer and stored on magnetic tape for subsequent data processing.
Alternatively, the analog signals can be recorded on tape and digitized
later. This alternative method was used during this program. Because
of the multitude of variables to be recorded, two tape recorders had to
be used. The estimated error of the system is about 4 percent. Only
results from this primary recording system were used to analyze phase I
results.
32. A secondary recording system was a 36-channel, direct-writing
oscillograph, which requires signal conditioning. This system allows
the test engineer to take a quick look at some of the more important
data as tests progress. The accuracy of the oscillograph readings
depends on the scale used and the expertise of the reader. The results
obtained are estimated to be accurate to within 6-8 percent.
33. Table i lists the parameters transmitted by cables to the
recording system, as well as the average parameters as they were
finally output by the computer and used for the analysis (tables A3
and A4).
Table i
Recording System
Magnetic Oscil- Final
Tape lograph Measured Parameter Output
x x Left load
x x Right load _ W
x - Left raw pull*
x - Right raw pull*
x x Acceleration
(Continued)
*Not corrected for inertia effects.
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Table i (Concluded)
Recording System
Magnetic Oscil- Final
Tape lograph Measured Parameter Ou___ut_
x x Left pull** 1
x x Right pull** _ P
x - il Left front torque -
x - _ Right front torque -
x - Left rear torque
Right rear orque
x x _ISum of front torques } MSum rear torques
x x Front motor-current torque M
x x Rear motor-current torque } c
x - Left pitch moment M
x - Right pitch moment ) p
x - _ _Front force% Ff
x - o __ _Front displacement% _f
_z o
x - _ _ IRear force F
_ r
x - < \Rear displacement
r
x x ELMS II drum rpm rpm;v t
x x Carriage speed v
a
- x ELMS position
- x Carriage position -
x x Digital Data Acquisition System -
(DDAS) pulse
- - Sinkage; manually by point gage z
**Corrected for inertia effects (see paragraph 38).
%Not measured during restrained-pltch tests.
34. Phase II. The primary recording system was a magnetic tape
recorder, as in phase I; however, at the time at which these tests were
conducted, only one tape recorder (instead of two as in phase I) was
available. Therefore, some of the parameters were recorded only on the
oscillograph (pull; forces and displacements occurring at the shock i
absorbers). Portions of data were transmitted to the recording station
directly by cables and portions by a telemetry system furnished by the WES
2O
i
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J(Lessem, 1972). Table 2 lists the parameters recorded, the transmission j
and recording systems used, and the average parameters as they were •
finally output by the computer and used for the analysis (table A4). !
Table 2 i
l"Recordlng System Trans-Magnetic Oscil- mission Final
Tape _ System* Measured Parameter
- x i Pull P
_Left front torque
x x i _ _)Right front torque
x x i _ _mhLeft rear torque I M1 _ o [Right rear torque
x x 2 Front motor-current torque 1x x 2 Rear motor-current torque Mc/
X X i Left upper pitch force _
x x i Right upper pitch force ) Fu
x x 1 Left lower pitch force 1x x i Right lower pitch force _ FA
iFront force Ff- x 2
- x 2 _ _ y Front displacement 6
o_ _ r
_o
- x 2 _ _#Rear force Fr
- x 2 _ \Rear displacement 6
r
x x 2 ELMS II drum rpm rpm;v t
x x i ELMS ll-trailer speed v
a
- x i ELMS II position -
x x i DDAS pulse
- x 2 Battery voltage -
* I = signals transmitted by cables; 2 = signals transmitted by telemetry
system.
35. Phase I11. For the obstacle-negotiating and crevasse-crossing
tests, the recording equipment of phase II was used. During the tests to
evaluate the inter_al losses of the ELMS and its contact pressure dis-
tribution, the same equipment was used as was used in phase I; however,
five data channels were disconnected to make them available for connection
21
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to the five pressure cells _unted in the specially fabricated grouser to
measure the contact pressure (paragraph 49).
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PART III: TEST PROCEDURES AND DATA PRESENTATION
Test Procedures
Phase I: Soft-soll performance tests
with single unit on level _round
36. Constant-sllp test technique. During phase I of the program,
a constant-slip test technique was used: the drum rpm and carriage
speed of the ELMS were programmed to achieve a desired slip (see para-
graph 28) and were held constant during a specific pass. Generally,
under a given test condition, data on the mobility performance of the
ELMS were obtained at about five* different slips to cover the range of
most interest (from about -5 percent to +30 percent). Actual slips
obtained ranged from -10.2 to +37.8 percent. Two drum velocity levels
were tested, about 33 and 130 rpm. The corresponding translational
speeds of the loop were about 0.5 and 2.0 m/sec. However, because the
torque output of the motors was limited to 82 m-N (paragraph 16), at
higher slips the actual drum rpm had a tendency to deviate from the
design rpm whenever there was no available torque to maintain the latter.
This change was more drastic at higher rpm levels than at lower. The
full range for the lower level was 26.9 to 41.9 rpm, and for the higher
level, 51.2 to 132.2 rpm. The rpm ranges, together with the slip range,
resulted in actual carriage speeds from 0.31 to 2.13 m/sec.
37. During these tests, the ELMS was subjected to two loads,
565 N and 690 N, covering the range of loads acting perpendicular to the
slopes on which the system was tested during phase II. The system was
tested in two pitch modes, free and restrained. In the latter mode, the
ELMS was restrained to three different pitch angles (8): -3 deg (nose-
down position), 0 deg, and +4 deg (nose-up position). Test soils were
LSSI and LSS5. Test conditions and average parameters measured are
presented in table AS.
* This number varied between 2 and 6 depending on the velocity at which
the system was tested. For example, drum rpm = 30 was considered the
basic velocity; thus, more slips were tested for this level than for
drum rpm = 130, the second velocity condition.
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[ 38. Prosrammed-slip test technique. The test results from phase I
i were supplemented by results from four selected tests conducted during
the acceptance test program (paragraph 2). During the latter program,
a programmed-sllp test technique was used.* The tests were started in
the negative sllp range,** i.e. the translational speed (va) of the
carriage was greater than the speed (vt) of the ELMS drums. The carriage
was slowed at a programmed, unifomn rate (vt = constant) to cause the
system to pass through the towed condition (torque M = 0), the zero per-
cent slip condition (va = vt), the self-propelled condition (pull P = 0),
etc., as slip was progressively increased up to about +70 percent. The
measured raw pull was corrected for inertia effects caused by the decel-
eration of the carriage system. Three tests were conducted at drum rpm
of about 31, and one at ii0. The test load was 565 N, and the pitch
modes were free and restrained at _ = 0 deg. The soil properties were
close to that of soil condition LSS I. Test conditions and some pertinent
performance parameters are presented in table A4.
Phase II: Soft-soil performance tests with
ELMS ll-trailer confisuration on slopes
39. Slopes were constructed by preparing the soil to the desired
density in one of the soll bins used during phase I (see paragraph i0)
and positioning the bin in one of the large stationary soil pits of the
WES test facilities (fig. 7). After the soll data had been collected
(paragraphs 12-14), the soil bin was lifted at one end by a crane until
the desired slope was reached (figs. 4 and 7). The ELMS II was guided
by a remote-control system (Lessem, 1972) that allowed an operator to
start and stop the unit as desired.
40. CpntrolledTpull tests. Each test series on a given slope
consisted of up to eight passes. The number of passes depended on the
magnitude of the slope angle (smaller with increasing slope angle) and
* Previous testing with wheels (e.g. Melzer, 1971) b_ shown that,
generally, the various test techniques (constant-sl1_ , _rogrammed-
_ slip, etc.) do not influence the mobility performance parameters
for a given test condition.
** Except for tests Nos. A-72-002-6 and -006-6, which were started in
the positive slip range.
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Rope Leading Over Pulley
Arrangement to Rear End
of Trailer
_..__ .....
Weight for '
Pull Control_
2
_'
ELMS II
" _ j _'_ _ __ Tilted
Soil Bin
String Pay- _ ,. _¢_._.Out Device _ __ _
Fig. 7. Test setup for phase If, slope tests
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on how much the soll surface was disturbed during traffic. During the
first pass, no pull was applied to the ELMS-trailer configuration.
After the first pass, pull was held constant during each specific pass
in the followlng manner. A load cell was attached to the rear end of °
the trailer for recording pull. This load cell was connected with a
rope, which led over a frlction-free pulley arrangement to a deadweight
hanging from the ceiling of the building (fig, 7), During the test run
the weight provided a constant pull, which was monitored by means of the
load cell. The pull was increased in small increments from pass to pass
until the maximum pull the system was able to develop on a given slope
was reached. When the system attempted to climb the maximum possible
slope, the trailer-welght component acting parallel to the slope surface
was counterbalanced (fig. 4a). As a consequence, the slip developed
freely for a given condition, and measurements indicate that it was
essentially constant during a specific pass.
41. Drum speeds were normally set constant for a given test, The
majority of the tests were conducted at an average drum rpm of about 33.
Only a few spot-check tests were conducted at higher rpm. Because of the
torque limitations of the system (paragraph 16), the two following rpm
ranges were actually tested: (a) from 27.3 to 35.6 rpm, and (b) from 92.6
to 123.8 rpm. These ranges, together with the overall range of slip con-
ditions (0.6 to 70.3 percent), resulted in actual speeds of the ELMS-
trailer system from 0.14 to 1.90 m/sec.
42. The actual speed was measured by a string pay-out device: A
string, attached to the rear of the trailer, was connected to a pay-out
device with a frlctlon-free pulley. As the ELMS proceeded forward, the
string was "paid out," which caused the pulley to turn. The rpm of the
pulley was measured by a tachometer and indicated the actual speed of the
ELMS-trailer system.
43. The weight of the ELMS was 690 N and that of the trailer
120 N. Three pitch modes were used (paragraph 29): free, fully re-
strained, and elastically restrained. The tests were conducted on LSS5.
The slopes ranged from 0 to 35 deg. Test conditions and average param-
eters measured are presented in table A5.
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II 44. Programmed-pull tests. During the acceptance test program,
I three tests were conducted on LSS slopes. Results from only one(A-72-009-6), which was conducted on a 27-deg s ope, could be used (per-
J tinent data are l_sted in table A6) to supplement the data from the tests
i described above, since this was the only test in which torque was measuredby the str in-gage method (paragraphs 17-19). This tes was conducted as
i a progran_ned-pull test, i.e. the pull was increased during the test by
} means of the string pay-out device (see paragraph 42) until the ELMS-
! trailer configuration stalled. With this test technique, the system
passed very rapidly through the lower slip range at the start of the
: test; and as a consequence, reliable data for the lower slip range were
difficult to collect. For this reason, only the controlled-pull test
technique (paragraph 40) was used in the main program.
Phase III: Miscellaneous tests
45. Obstacle-surmounting tests. The obstacles consisted of 5-cm-
high, 10-c_-wide wooden planks placed on top of each other; the overall
heights were varied by simply changing the number of planks used. Fig. 8
shows the ELMS in free-pitch mode negotiating a 46-cm-hlgh obstacle. The
trailer was attached to the ELMS for these tests in the same manner as
for the slope-climbing tests (paragraph 29), and the system was
guided by remote control (paragraph 39). The unit was placed approxi-
mately one-half loop length away from an obstacle and allowed to approach
it at creep speed. The drum speed could be varied during a specific run
if this was desirable. Whenever the ELMS successfully negotiated a given
obstacle, the test was continued until about half the length of the ELMS
had passed. During such tests, distance and torque were recorded. Per-
tinent results are presented in table A7.
46. Crevasse-crossing tests. Crevasses were created in the same
soil bin (in horizontal position) as that used for the tests in phase I.
A 1.2-m-wide, 0.3-m-deep trench was dug into the soil across the test
path. The width of the trench (width of the crevasse) was varied
according to the crevasse-crossing capabilities of the ELMS. The soil
surfaces on either side of the crevasse were covered with plywood to
J _ I • j
i
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iFig, 8. ELMS II negotiating 46-cm-high obstacle,
load 690 N
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prevent destruction of the edges of the crevasse. As in the obstacle-
surmounting tests, the trailer was attached to the ELMS and the system
was guided by remote control. Arbitrary speeds of 0.5 to 1.5 m/sec were
used in these tests: drum speed could be varied during a specific run.
, The width of the crevasse was increased until the ELMS could no longer
successfully cross. A record of torque and distance was obtained during
these tests. Pertinent test results are presented in table A7.
47. Internal losses. A special method was used to investigate
whether the ELMS II had smaller internal losses than the ELMS I. The
ELMS was first mounted in the dynamometer system (figs. 1 and 2); next,
two small, almost frlctionless roller-skate wheels were mounted to the
service platform; then the ELMS was lowered onto the wheels and sub-
jected to test loads of 565 or 690 N. The torque developed by the
motors was measured by the strain-gage method while the ELMS was lifting
a weight from the floor by means of a cable attached to the loop. (This
method was the same as '_ethod B" used during the tests to evaluate the
internal losses of the ELMS I; Melzer and Green, 1971, p 24).
48. ELMS drum rpm was changed from test to test to cover a range
from 32 to 97 with no external torque being applied. However, a series
also was conducted by applying external torques ranging from 0 to 39 m-N,
while the system was being loaded with 565 N or 690 N. This series was
conducted with a drum rpm of only 16; because during the relatively short
time required for the ELMS to llft the weight from the floor for the
purpose of developing the external torque, no reliable data could be col-
lected at higher rpm. The results are discussed in paragraphs 85-87.
49. Contact pressure distribution. To evaluate the contact
pressure distribution at the loop-soll interface, a special grouser built
by LMSC was mounted to the ELMS loop (fig. 9). The grouser contained
five pressure cells arranged along the long axis of the grouser, i.e. at
an angle of about 60 deg to the direction of travel, with cell 5 posi-
I tloned at the outer loop edge and cells 4, 3, 2, and 1 inpositioned
sequence toward the loop center (see figs. 28b and 29b). Calibration
data for the sensors were furnished by LMSC (Trautweln, 1972, table 7-4).
29
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Fig. 9. Ciose-up of grouser instrumented for
measuring contact pressure distribution
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During the tests, the ELMS was mounted in the dynamometer system (figs. 1
and 2) and moved over the prepared soil surface at "creep" 2,ned for
about the length of one-half revolution of the loop. Pressure data and
distance traveled were measured.
50. Four tests were conducted according to the matrix shown in
table 3.
Table 3
Soil Condition
Load, N LSSI" LSS5
565 x x
690 x x
Difficulties in cbtaivlng response from the pressure cells occurred dur-
ing the tests on LSS5; sinkage was extremely small, and the pressure
cells were not in full contact with the soil. This occurred because the
cells were deeply embedded in the grouser and so were not flush with the
outer grouser surface. Consequently, the cells gave erroneous readings
and sometimes did not respond at all For this reason, only the results
of the tests conducted on LSS 1 are discussed in the analysis (para-
graph 88). Even on the softer LSS 1 difficulties were encountered. Ar a
690-N load, only cells I, 3, and 5 (PC1, PC3, and PC5 in fig. 28b) func-
tioned; at a 565-N load, only PCI and PC5 functlo,ed (see fig. 29b).
Data Presentation
Phases I and II: Soft-soil performance
tests on level ground and on slopes.
51. Basic performance parameters and relations. Three basic rela-
tions were used in presenting the data of the ELMS performance in soft
soll (phases I and II): (a) pull coefficient PC (P/WN) verstts slip,
(b) torque coefficient TC (M/WNre) versus slip, and (c) power number PN
(H_IWNva) versus PC and/or versus equivalent alopc angles a' .* Relation
(c) was finally chosen as the main basis of analysis because it implicitly
I contains relations (a) and (b). For example, three major characteristic ,:
*See paragraph 57 for definition of "equivalent slope angle." #
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Fig. i0. Performance relations from phase I tests,
free-pltch mode, soll condition LSS5
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conditions can be identified in fig. lOa (PC and TC versus slip): the
towed condition TP , where torque is zero and the force required to tow
the running gear is measured; the self-propelled condition SP , where
no pull is developed, i.e. a condition corresponding to one in which the I.
f
vehicle is traveling on level ground without developing additional pull; t
and the 20 percent sllp condition, where in most instances the maximum I
pull is developed with no excessive torque being input, and beyond which
point the system becomes not only progressively more inefficient but
also less effective in developing pull. All three of these conditions
can be identified relatively easily also in fig. 10b, where PN is
plotted versus PC$*
52. The manner in which relations (a), (b), and (c) above were
used in conjunction with data obtained through the various test techniques
is described in the following paragraphs. In some instances, the rela-
tion between efficiency _ (PVa/M_) versus PC was used as the basis
for comparing various testing conditions. In addition, pitch angles,
pitch moments, and energy dissipated in the shock absorbers (product of
displacement and force in axial direction; see paragraph 21) were analyzed
whenever it seemed appropriate. All performance parameters used are
listed in tables A3-A6.
53. Constant-slip and programmed-slip test techniques. Relations
of PC versus sllp, TC versus sllp, and PN versus PC from phase I
tests (constant-sllp) are displayed in figs. 10a and lOb for tests on
LSS 5 and in free-pltch mode. Each data point in a given relation repre-
sents an average of about 70 signals obtained from the record of one pass
of the ELMS under a given testing condition. The curves plotted repre-
sent relations of best visual fit of the data. Figs. lla and llb show
the results of the tests conducted on LSS 5 under restrained-pltch mode.
* It must be pointed out_ however, that no negative power requirements
were plotted in the PN-PC diagrams (e.g. fig. lOb) in the framework of
this study. Thus, the location of the towed point TP in these dia-
grams was not only determined by the general trend of a specific PN-PC
relation, but also by the trend that corresponding PC and TC versus
sllp relations showed in the negative sllp range (e.g. fig. lOa).
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The data obtained from constant-slip tests conducted during phase I on
LSS1 were treated together with results from the progran_ned-slip tests
conducted during the acceptance test program.
54. Plots of PC and TC versus slip, and PN versus PC are
shown in figs. 12a and 12b for tests on LSS I conducted under a free-
pitch mode, and a two-pass test conducted during the acceptance test
program. Each of the plots for the programmed-slip tests contains about
20-30 data points that were obtained from only one pass of the ELMS on
the soil (e.g. circles in fig. 12b). Thus, each point represents a slip
condition occurring instantaneously. In contrast to this, each data
point obtained from the constant-slip tests represents an average of one
slip condition from one pass of the ELMS (paragraph 36) in which the
system was tested under a more stable condition than in a programmed-
slip test. Therefore, the data points obtained by the constant-slip
test technique (flagged squares in fig. 12) have greater "weight" from
a statistical viewpoint than the data points obtained by the programmed-
slip test technqiue.
55. The decision to use the constant-slip test technique in this
program instead of the programmed-slip was also based on the following
considerations. In tests where wheels act as point loads on the soil,
the two test techniques lead to practically the same results, and the
statistical validity of the programmed-slip tests can be increased by
conducting duplicate tests. However, with a running gear like the
ELMS, which has a long contact surface, the point where a certain slip
occurs during a programmed-sllp test is relatively difficult to define.
Generally, this point is assumed to be the geometric center of the running
surface. This° of course, is debatable and may be part of the reason
for the data scatter in the results from the programmed-slip tests. In
contrast to this, during a constant-sllp test with the ELMS, the sllp
conditions are well defined during the entire test run because the slip
is constant. Nevertheless, comparison of constant-sllp test data with
the results of a few programmed-slip tests conducted during the accep-
tance test program seems Justified, since they may be useful in identifying
trends.
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56. Relations similar to those in fig. 12 are displayed in
fig. 13 for tests on LSS1 conducted under a restrained-pitch mode. Again,
! the results from programmed-slip tests and constant-slip tests were
plotted together and used to establish these relations. The influences
of soil condition, pitch mode, loading conditions, and speeds on the
i performance of the ELMS operating as a single unit on level ground are
discussed in paragraphs 62-70.
57. Constant-pull test technlque. A method slightly different
from that used for phase I data was used to determine the basic per--
formance parameters (PC, TC, and PN) for phase II data (ELMS-trailer
configuration on slopes). In phase I, pull and load were continuously
measured directly during the test, but during phase II the same values
had to be modified to take into account the effects of the trailer,
slope angle, load transfer, etc. Basically, two pitch modes had to
be considered: free and restrained. In the free-pitch mode the three
primary performance parameters were:
_. PC = P/WN = (I/WN)(P _ + PTR + ea) = tan _' (5)
where
P = total pull developed
W = ELMS weight = constant 690 N
WN = W cos _ = component of ELMS weight
acting normal to the slope surface.
= angle of the actual slope the system is
climbing
Pe = W sin _ = component of ELMS weight
acting parallel to the slope in downward
direction
PTR = WTR sin _ = component of the trailer
weight acting parallel to the slope in
downward direction (WTR = constant 120 N)
P = pull applied to the ELMS-trailer system
a (paragraph 40)
e' = angle of equivalent slope the system
would have climbed at the same sllp
and same power input if part of PC had
not been used to overcome PTR and Pa
37
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b. re= M/WNre (6)
c. PN = M_/WNV a (7)
58. When the trailer was rigidly connected to the ELMS (para-
graph 29), part of the force component, WN , was transferred to the
trailer. This part, L , was calculated from the measured pitch moment,
M' , by dividing the latter by the distance from the trailer axle to the
• p
point where the trailer arms were connected to the ELMS chassis (5 - a
I in fig. 45): L = M'/(b - a). The pull coefficient PC' corrected for
p
this load transfer, with the system output P being the same, then
becomes: PC' = P/W' = P/(W N - L). Correspondingly, TC' and PN' are:
TC' = M/W'r and PN' = Mm/W'v , respectively).
e a
59. The performance relations from the results of the tests con-
ducted under free-pitch mode on LSS 5 are shown in fig. 14 and for the
restrained-pitch mode (fully restrained as well as elastically restrained)
in fig. 15. All data shown represent conditions in which the ELMS-trailer
system was not stalled. The influence of pitch mode on the performance is
discussed in paragraphs 72-77.
60. Programmed-pull test technique. The results of only one such
test, which was conducted under fully restrained-pitch mode on LSS I (para-
graph 44), were used in the analysis. Therefore, the results are pre-
sented in the overall analysis of the tests conducted on slopes (para-
graph 78).
Phase III: Miscellaneous tests
61. Representative torque and distance records for obstacle-
surmounting and crevasse-crossing tests are given in the discussion of
the test results (paragraphs 83 and 84); therefore, no typical relations
are presented at this point. Peak torques for these tests are listed in
table A7. Also, the results of tests to evaluate the internal losses and
to determine the contact pressure distribution of the ELMS are presented
in the analysis of the data (paragraphs 85-87 and 88, respectively).
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PART IV: ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS
Soft-Soil Performance
Performance on level ground (phase I)
62. Influence of load. The dependence of the pull and torque
coefficients PC and TC , and power number PN on the applied load,
for the load range (565-690 N) used in these tests, can be ascertained
from figs. 10-13. Accordingly, within the usual experimental data scatter,
which is expected from mobility performance tests on relatively soft soil,
PC , TC , and PN appear to be independent of the applied load, regard-
less of variations in other test conditions, i.e. soil consistency (LSS1
and LSS5) , pitch mode (free or restrained), and ELMS speed. These con-
clusions correspond qualitatively to the findings of a study conducted by
Freitag, Green, and Melzer (1970) on several wheel concepts for lunar
roving vehicles. On the basis of that study, it was found that a change
in load did not influence the performance of the running gears as long
as their contact pressure was equal to or less than about 3.5 kPa. Under
the two loads tested in this study, the mean contact pressure of the ELMS
was about 2.1 and 2.8 kPa, respectively (paragraph 88 and figs. 28 and 29).
63. Influence of ELMS drum rpm. Figs. lOb and llb also contain
data points from a few tests conducted at a prescribed test drum rpm of?
130, which resulted actually in an average rpm of i00 and a translational
: velocity of the drums of about 1.5 m/see (paragraph 36). An rpm of I00
is about three times the average of 0.5 m/sec (33 rpm) at which the
: majority of the tests were conducted. The hlgh-speed data fall well with-
in the general data scatter, indicating that over the range tested the
: ELMS performance wa_ not influenced by a change in drum rpm or in trans-
: lational speed of the loop. This behavior pattern was also observed wheni
wire-mesh wheels were tested on the same soil and must be attributed to
the fluid permeability characteristics of the lunar soil simulant (develop-
, ment of pore air pressure at higher speeds; see Melzer, 1971).
64. Influence of pitch mode. To determine the influence of pitcht
on performance, the free-pitch angles (8) of the ELMS with the horizontal
42
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were plotted versus slip for each test conducted in a free-pitch mode
(fig. 16). These data show that the ELMS was traveling at a negative
pitch angle (nose-down position) in the negative slip range; at zero
slip, the pitch angle was also zero. At positive slip values, pitch
was also positive (nose-up posit_on), and B increased with increasing
slip. From these results, it was hypothesized that performance would be
increased if the pitch angles were restrained to angles smaller than
about 4 deg. This hypothesis appeared Justified, because under a free-
pitch mode, the E_S running surface tended to lose contact with the
soil as slip and pitch angle increased (see figs. 3a, 3b, and 4a, the
latter showing the ELMS on a slope where the same phenomenon was observed);
whereas under restrained pitch (_ < 4 deg), a better contact between the
traction elements and the soil resulted, causing the load to be distributed
over a larger area which, in turn, tended to mobilize a greater thrust
from the sol1 (see figs. 4b and 4c; _ _ 0 deg). Thus, ar a given sllp,
better performance would result for restrained-pitch mode than for free
pitch. Furthe:more, the towed force (negative sllp) at a zero or positive
restrained-pitch angle would tend to be smaller in magnitude than that
developed under free pitch (negative pitch angle; nose-down position)
because the nose of the system would actually be lifted up if the ELMS
were restrained. This lifting would lead to a more favorable load dis-
tribution and a decrease in surface traction; thus, the force required
to tow the system would decrease.
65. These general expectations were confirmed by results of tests
on both dense and loose soil (fig. 17). (The relations shown in fig. 17
were taken from figs. lOb, llb, 12b, and 13c.) For both soll conditions,
the system output (PC) was larger at a given power input when the ELMS
was restrained. Characteristic performance parameters for the two pltch
modes and the two soil conditions are alco listed in table 4. These
parameters are: towed force coefficient PCT , power number for the self-
propelled condition PNsp , and power number PN for a given system
output PC .
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Table 4
Soil
Condition Pitch Mode PCT PNsp PN+-_PC*
LSS 5 Free 0.13 0.09 1.18+-+0.75
Restrained 0.07 0.06 0.91--+0.75
LSS I Free 0.19 0.16 0.92*-+0.60
Restrained 0.12 0.ii 0.80<-*0.60
* Corresponds to PC measured at 20 percent slip for free-
pitch mode; see fig. 17.
66. As shown in figs. llb, 13c, and 17, the PN versus PC rela-
tion under a restrained-pitch mode is essentially independent of pitch
_ngles for pitch angles B of -3, 0, and +4 deg.
67. Fig. 18 shows the dependence of the restrained-pitch moment
(Mp) on slip as obtained from tests conducted on LSS5.* At negative slips
and at positive slips smaller than about 5 percent, M appears to beP
independent of the restrained-pitch angle _ and to increase in magnitude
with increasing slip. However, at slips larger than about +5 percent,
the absolute values of the pitch moment appear to decrease with increasing
pitch angle, presumably because B tends to approach the equilibrium
angles that would be developed in free-pitch condition (see fig. 16).
68. Influence of soil strength. Table 4 and the average relations
in fig. 17 indicate the influence of soil strength on performance. For a
given pitch mode, the towed force coefficients PCT and the power require-
ments PNsp are larger on LSS I (loose soil) than on LSS 5 (dense soil),
as one would expect. This holds true for all values of PC or 4'
F_g. 17 indicates further that the maximum pull coefficient PC , hence
angle _' of equivalent slope, that can be developed without excessive power
requirements (stable system output) is larger for LSS 5 than for LSS I.
* 0nly results of tests conducted on LSS_ are used here because the majority
of the slope tests (phase II) were conducted on LSS5. The M values of
phase I will be compared later (paragraph 81) with corresponding values of
phase II. Additional results of phase I for LSS1 are listed in tables A3
and A4.
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69. Shock absorber performance. Only a qualitative evaluation of
the performance of the shock absorbers was made within the framework of
this program. 0nly data from tests (constant-slip) conducted on LSS 5
under a free-pitch mode are presented here. Additional data from tests
on LSS 1 and restrained-pitch tests are listed in tables A3 and A5.
70. During each test, the force F exerted by the suspension arms
of the ELMS (fig. i) displaced the shock absorber _iston in a single
stroke. This displacement _ , which depends on the pitch angle, remained
constant for the duration of the test, because the pitch angle die not
change during a constant-slip test. The dot product F • _ was used to
describe the work on the shock absorbers under the various test conditions
• @ for the front and F • 6 for the rear shock absorbers). Thef f r r
following sign convention was used: _ • _ was negative in case of
compression of the shock absorber; _ • _ was positive in case of tension.
As fig. 19a indicates, the front shock absorber was compressed (negative
_f " _f) when slip was negative. This was expected because of the nose-
down position of the system in the negative slip range (fig. 16). In the
same slip range, however, _ _ was pract_cally zero (fig. 19b), indi-
r r
caring that the rear shock absorber did not have to fulfill any damping
requirements. The reverse situation occurred in the positive slip range,
i.e. the rear shock absorber was compressed (nose-up position) and
" _ increased negatively with increasing slip (fig. 19b), while
__r _r • _ seemed to be influenced by the
Ff • 6f was zero. In addition, Ff f _
ELMS load; at a given positive slip, the absolute value of Ff • _f was
larger for a load of 690 N than for a load of 565 N. In paragraph 82
(fig. 24), these relations are compared in a normalized form with the
corresponding relations obtained from the slope tests (phase II).
Performance on slopes (phase II)
71. Influence of ELMS drum rpm and load. Because no influence of
drum rpm on performance was noted during the phase I tests (paragraph 63),
48
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only a few check tests were conducted during phase II at high rpm (130),
indicating again no apparent dependence of performance on rpm. Accord-
ingly, no distinction is made hereafter between data from tests conducted
at low and high rpm's. The dependence of ELMS performance on load was
checked in a similar manner. With slope angles ranging between 0 and
35 deg and the deadweight of the ELMS being 690 N, the range of forces
acting perpendicular to the slopes tested was covered during phase I by
the minimum load of 565 N and the maximum load of 690 N. Within this
range no influence of load on performance was noted (paragraph 62). Thus,
if any difference between performances (PN, PC) on level ground and on
slopes had been found, it could not have been attributed to a difference
in the magnitude of loads.
72. Influence of pitch mode. Because only one test was conducted
on LSSI, the analysis that follows concentrates mainly on results of tests
conducted on LSS 5. TPese results are shown in figs. 14 and 15.
73. Before going into more detailed analysis, the following simpli-
fication can be made. The unflagged symbols in fig. 15b indicate results
from tests conducted in fully restrained pitch, and the flagged symbols
indicate results from tests conducted in elastically restrained pitch.*
However, the general trend of the data does not show a distinct difference
between the two restralned-pitch modes, and they can be represented by a
single relation between power requirements and system output within the
experimental data scatter. For these reasons, these two pitch modes will
be referred to hereafter as restrained-pltch mode.
74. The maximum angles of the slopes that could be negotiated by
the ELMS in free-pitch and in restrained-pitch modes (from tables A5 and
A6) are compared in table 5.
* It was hoped that in the elastically restrained condition the ELMS would
be allowed to pitch at a small angle. Actually, very little pitch motion
was observed during the tests in this condition (fig. 4c), because of the
relatively large stiffness of the coll springs (paragraph 29) provided
by LMSC.
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Table 5
i Actual Equivalent
Slope Angle Slope Angle
Test No. Pitch Mode _max' deg PC _'max' deg PC'
; 016-6, Free 35 0.70 35.0(= _) 0.70
Pass 1 (=PC)
016-6, Restrained 34 0.68 37.6 0.77
Pass 2
i 016-6, Restrained 34 0.68 42.0 0.90
Pass 3
0.13-6 Restrained 34 0.68 37.9 0.78
In terms of the angl_ (_) of the slope actually climbed by the system,
J table 5 shows that the ELMS performed better when operated in a free-pitch
mode than in restrained pitch. However, if the influence ot load transfer
(paragraph 58) is taken into account in the evaluation of the ELMS per-
_ formance cn slopes under a restrained-pitch mode, the resulting values
of equivalent slope angle (_') indicate that the system performed better
when operated in a restrained-pitch mode.* One would also expect this
result from the phase I tests on level ground (paragraph 65).
75. Next, comparison was made between the power requirements for
the two pitch modes over the full range of system output (PC'). For this
pucpose, the relation from fig. 14b (free pitch) was plotted in fig. 20,
together with the relation from fig. 15b (restrained pitch). Fig. 20
indicates a :,lightly better performance under a restrained-pitch mode up
to PC' values of about 0.5 to 0.6 (less power required at a given PC').
For higher PC' values, power requzrements are less under a free-pltch
mode. However, as shown in the foregoing paragraph, theoreti_ lly the
ELMS can potentially climb a steeper slope if it is restrained from
pitching.
76. This behavior is somewhat contrary to the observations made
* The effect of load transfer occurring as a result of pitch restraint
can be avoided by attaching to the existing ELMS a trailing or leading
powered ELMS unit with a pitch-locking mechanism.
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concerning the influence of the pitch mode on the level-ground performance
of the ELMS operating in the dynamometer system (phase I, paragraph 65).
The differences will be discussed when the results of both testing modes
(phases I and II) are compared (paragraphs 79-81).
77. To ascertain the variation in magnitude of the pitch moment
| (M') that occurred during the tests in restrained-pitch mode, M' values
! P P
were plotted versus slip (fig. 21). At very low positive slip (<+3 per-
cent), the relation can be represented by a single curve showing an
increase of pitch moment with increasing slip. At larger slips, the
data indicates that the pitch moment M' increases with increasing slope
P
angle _ . The values of M' appear to be proportional to the load
P
component acting perpendicular to the slope surface, which also decreases
_ with increasing slope angle (see paragraph 81).
_ 78. Influence of soil strenst__!. Pertinent comparisons can be
made from the data listed in table 6. Because only one test conducted
on LSS I could be used in the analysis, and this test was conducted under
a restrained pitch mode on the maximum actual slope climbed, only the
corresponding maximum actual slope/restrained pitch conditions on LSS 5
were used in table 6.
Table 6
Actual Equivalent
Soil Slope Angle Slope,Angle
deg
Test No. Condition _max' deg PC a max' PC'
_ 009-6 LSSI 27 0.60 34.6 0.69
Pass 2
i 016-6, LSS5 34 0.68 37.6 O.77
Pass 2
016-6, LSS 5 34 0.68 42.0 O.90
_: Pess 3
013-6 LSS 5 34 0.68 37.9 0.78
i As one would expect from the tests on level ground (phase I, paragraph 68),
i a , as well as _' is smaller for the softer soil (LSSI) than for
max max '
the firmer soil (LSSs).l! ;
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Fig. 21. Pitch moments as functions of slip from tests
under restrained-pltch mode on slopes, phase II tests,
soil condition LSS 5
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Comparison of ELMS performance
on level ground (phase I) with
performance on slope_ (phase II)
79. To determine whether the slope-climbing capability of the
ELMS can be predicted from results of tests conducted on level ground,
phase I and phase II test results were compared, as indicated in fig. 14.
Since the same performance relations for free-pitch mode on LSS 5 can be
used to display the results of phase I and phase II tests, the slope-
climbing capability (in terms of PC , PN , and _') can be predicted
from level-ground tests if he ELMS is operating in the free-pitch mode.
80. The average trends of the plots of PN versus PC for free-
pitch mode, obtained from fig. 14, are plotted in fig. 22. The same
figure also contains average trends from PN versus PC plots from data
obtained from phase I tests (fig. lib) and phase II tests (fig. 15b)
conducted under a restrained-pitch mode. For PC' values smaller than
about 0.4, corresponding to an equivalent slope angle of about 22 deg
(point "A" in fig. 22), the relations from phaces I and II for the
restrained pitch mode are essentially the same. For larger PC' values,
the power requirements for a given system output are higher for the system
operating on slopes (phase II) than for the system in the dynamometer
carriage operating on level ground (phase r). This means that the slope-
climbing capability of the ELMS when restrained in pitch can be predicted
from level-ground tests only for PC' smaller than 0.4. In addition,
for pull coefficient values larger than 0.5, the ELMS performance on
level ground (phase I) was more efficient (lower energy requirements
at a given PC value) under restrained pitch conditions than under a
free-pltch mode; however, the reverse trend was i,_dicated for PC'
values larger than 0.5. The ELMS performance on slopes under restrained
pitch conditions was less efficient than it was under a free-pltch mode
on either level ground or slopes. On the other hand, the maximum slope-
climbing capability of the system indicated under a restrained pitch mode
(_' = 38 deg) was higher than that indicated under free-pitch mode
(_' = 35 deg).
81. An attempt was made to normalize the pitch moments measured
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during the two testing phases. For this purpose, the pi_ch moments
measured in phase II were recalculated as if they had been measured at
the center point of the ELMS, i.e. the s,_e point at which they had been
measured during phase !. In addition, they were normalized for the
influence of load W' acting perpendicular to the slope_
M M' • b
P- P (8)
WN d • W'
where
M ,M' = measured pitch moment
P P
b = distance between center point of ELMS and trailer axle =
1.42 m
d = b - a distance between trailer axle and connecting point at
ELMS = 1.07 m; b = 1.42 m, a = 0.35 _ (see fig. 4b)
WN = normal io (no load tz_nsfer taking place; phase I tests)
W' = normal load (load transfer taking place; phase II tests)
Equation 8 fulfills the requirement that for d = b , M' - M , which in
P P
this case would have been measured at the center point of the ELMS as it
actually was done during phase I. The results of this analysis are shown
in fig. 23, where Mp/WN is plotted versus sllp. Two conclusions can _e
drawn from fig. 23. First, the separation by slope angle, as observed
in fig. 21 for the phase II tests (paragraph 77), is no longer apparent*
because the data have been normalized to account for the influence of
W' Secondly, the data from phase I for 8 - 0 , corresponding to the
pitch condition tested in phase II, coincide with the phase II data after
the influence of load has been taken into account.
82. The last point to be investigated in thi_ comparison of phase I
and phase II test results was the performance of the shock absorbers. As
has been mentioned (paragraph 69), only results of free-pltch tests could
* There is still some data scatter at high slips, probably because at
high sllp rates, the whole system started to vibrate, thus influencing
the quality of the pitch moment measurements.
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FiS. 23. Pitch moment coefficient as function of sllp.
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be used. The F • _ values were normalized for the Influence of load
and plotted versus sllp (see fig. 24"). The data for the rear shock
absorber measured during phase I do not separate by load (compare
figs. 19b an_ 24b), and the shock absorbers show different performances
durlns phases I and If. The F • _ fo_ the front shock absorber
(fig. 24a), resulting from tension, was positlv_ in the positive slip
range during phase II; whereas F • 6 was zero during phase I tests.
Thus, althongh no difference in performance tn terms of PN and PC
could be observed between slope tests (phase II) and level-$round tests
(phase I) both conducted under a free-pltchmwd_ "qee fig. 22), a distinct
difference can be noted in the performance of the shock absorbers. This i
difference was probably caused by the ELMSbeing mounted at its rear end
to the trailer for the phase II tests instead of at its center (higher
pitch angle at a given sllp than in the case of the phase I conf_gurstlon).
Obstacle-Surmountlns and Crevasse-
Crossing Capabilltles
Obstacles
83. Results of obstacle-surmount_.nK tests are presented _n
table A7. The ELMS, in restrained pltch, climbed a 38-cm-bigh
obstacle. However, because the pitch was rest_alned, the rear end of
the ELMSwas lifted. The test was stopped st this point, although
the system had not surmounted the obstacle for its full 'mn&th. It was
concluded, however, that the ELHS woula have easily cllmbed the
obstacle if the system had been supported by a second traillng powered
unit. The El_tS tn free pitch climbed a 46-cm-hlgh obstacle (figs. 8
and 25); b_ a_ter it had traveled for about 60 cm (sllghtly less than
one-half its length, _ee fig. 25), the yoke of the trailer hit the level
surface and the t_st was stopped. The record of torque versus d_stance
traveled for thi_ test (fig. _5) shows relatlvely unlformly _Istrlbuted
torque requirements for abou- the first 30 cmof _ravel _1/5 of the
* Or,ly positive sllp is shown because ne_atlve sllp could not occur
during the phase II tests.
_9
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ELMS length) where the highest traction was required (fig. 8). After
this, the critical point in the surmounting process had been overcome,
and torque requirements decreased.
Crevasses
84. Results of crevasse-crossing tests are presented in table A7.
The maximum crevasse crossed was I00 cm wide with the ELMS II in free
pitch as well as in restrained pitch. A record of torque versus distance
traveled by the ELMS is shown in fig. 26. Peak torque was reached after
the front end of the system reached the opposite side of the crevasse.
As in the obstacle tests, the general impression was that the ELMS would
definitely be able to cross wider crevasses if the system were supported
by a second powered unit connected with controlled pitch to the leading
unit.
Evaluation of Internal Losses
85. Measured torque coefficients (M/WNre) versus torque coefficients
calculated from the externally applied torques (Ma/WNre) (paragraph 48)
are shown in fig. 27. The internal losses for a specific measured torque
are given by the difference between M/WNr e and Ma/WNr e ; they increase
with increasing M/WNr e The influence of drum rpm was checked at
Ma/WNre = 0 , but no dependency on rpm was noted for the range tested
(16 to 97 rpm).
86. The corresponding relation evaluated for the ELMS I (Melzer
and Green, 1971) is also shown in fig. 27. In contrast to the relation
established for the ELMS II, the relation for the ELMS I is linear. It
intersects the former at an M/WNr value of about 0.5. Table 7 showse
some values of internal losses for both systems at certain externally
applied torques.
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Fig. 27. Relation between applied and m&_cured torque coefficients
for evaluation of internal _es
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Table 7
MIWNr e - MalWNr e
Ma/WNre ELMS I ELMS II
0 0.11 0.05
0.20 0.15 0.06
0.30 0.18 0.15
0.40 0.20 0.34
87. Generally, the relations displayed in fig. 27 can be used for
qualitative com_._risons; for example, to compare the internal losses of
the two systems (ELMS I and II) as in the foregoing paragraph. However,
the absolute values are too high, probably because of the inadequacy of
the test setup (load simulations, vibration of the system, etc. ; see
also Melzer and Green, 1971).
Evaluation of Contact Pressure Distribution
88. The results of two tests performed for the purpose of evalu-
ating the distribution of contact pressures exerted by the ELMS are shown
in figs. 28 and 29. For both tests, longitudinal sections along the
direction of travel (figs. 28a and 29a) and cross sections perpendicular
to the direction of travel (figs. 28b and 29b) were plotted. The trends
of these plots elucidate the problems that were experienced with the
pressure cells (paragraph 50); e.g. for 690-N load (fig. 28) none of the
cells indicated a pressure higher than the expected average Pc " Although
the data are incomplete for a quantitative analysis, the following
qualitative conclusions can be drawn. In the longitudinal direction
(figs. 28a and 29a), the maximum contact pressure appears to have occurred
toward the middle of the contact length, indicating a relatively small
amount of longitudinal loop stiffness. In contrast to this, the dlstrlbu-
tions perpendicular to the direction of travel show pressure concentrations
at the edge of the loop (figs. 28b and 29b), indicating a relatively large
amount of crosswise loop stiffness and mechanical behavior of the supporting
soll similar to that of an elastic foundation.
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Fig. 28. Contact pressure distributions for ELMS II under
690-N load on soll condition LSS 1
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Comparison of ELMS II with Other Runnin s Gears
89. Some of the performance characteristics of the ELMS II are
compared in table 8 below with those of the following two running gears:
i the first-generation Elastic Loop Mobility System (ELMS I) developed by
° Lockheed (Melzer and Green 1971) and the final version of the wheels
_ for the U. S. Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) (wheel No. GM XIII in Green
and Melzer, 1971).
Table 8
Maximum
Soft-Soil Tests Step Maximum
Obstacle Crevasse
_' Surmounted Crossed
Running Pitch PCT PC20 PNsp PN20 20Gear Co:,ditlon d_ cm cm
LRV -- 0.15" 0.26* 0.14" 0.52* 15" [30]** [70]**
ELMS I Free 0.18 0.33 0.15 0.54 18 ....
Restrained .......... 20 140
ELMS II Free 0.19 0.60 0.16 0.94 31 46 i00
Restrained 0.12 0.68 0.ii 1.02 34 38 i00
*Performance data of single LRV wheel.
**Performance data of 4x4 LRV vehicle (personal communication, Dr. Costes).
It should be pointed out that the soft-soil tests with the LRV wheel and
the ELMS II were conducted on LSSI_ whereas the ELMS I was tested on a
slightly firmer soil (LSS4). However, based on the tabulation above, the
ELMS II appears to be superior to the other two running gears in soft-
soil performance, as well as in its performance in surmounting obstacles
and crossing crevasses.
90. It should be pointed out also that the obstacle- and crevasse-
negotiation capabilities of single ELMS (I or I!) units cannot be compared
with those of a 4x4 LRV vehicle, because the capabilities of a multiple-
ELMS vehicle in negotiating obstacles or crevasses are expected to be far
superior to those of a single ELMS unit. Obstacle- and crevasse-negotiation
tests conducted with a i/6-scale 3x3 ELMS II vehicle model, consisting of a
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dual-ELMS II module with a "walking-beam" pitch-articulated suspension
system and connected to a single ELMS II unit through adjustable pitch
and yaw articulation (Costes, Melzer, and Trautwein, 1973), have indicated
the following: (a) The maximum obstacle height by the ELMS vehicle model
was achieved when the vehicle was operated in a free-pitch mode; this
height was 85 percent of the ELMS length when the dual-ELMS II module
was leading and 64 percent of the ELMS length when the single ELMS II
unit was leading; (b) the maximum crevasse width negotiated was 90 per-
cent of the ELMS length, which was achieved with the vehicle operated in a
locked-pitch mode. Accordingly, the actual capabilities of powered multi-
ELMS vehicles are expected to be far superior to those of single ELMS
units listed in table 8. Nevertheless, even on the basis of the data
shown in table 8, the performance of single ELMS units in negotiating
obstacles or crevasses is indicated to be superior to that of a 4x4 LRV
=
vehicle.
I 91. To complete the comparison, the power number and efficiency
I versus pull coefficient relations of the ELMS II in restrained-pitch mode• on level ground (best operational condition) were compared with corre-
sponding relations for the ELMS I and the LRV wheel (fig. 30). The mosl
interesting observation that can be made here is that on loose soil (LSSl),
the ELMS II clearly outperformed the othel two running gears (fig. 30a).
However, on firm soil (LSSs), the LRV wheel* was as efficient as the
ELMS II for PC values smaller than about 0.4 (fig. 3Oh). This was not
unexpected, because the better flotation characteristics of the ELMS II
are not as necessary on firm soil as they are on loose soil, where, in
fact, the ELMS II outperformed the LRV wheel. However, for PC values
larger than about 0.4, the efficiency of the ELMS II was again larger
than that of the LRV wheel. This means that the traction provided by the
ELMS II at higher PC values is not only better than that of the LRV wheel,
but also more efficient. Because of the large contact area, the ELMS II
experienced less energy losses (e.g. sinkage) than the LRV wheel.
* Only the LRV wheel could be incorporated in the comparison on LSS5,
because data with the ELMS I on LSS5 were not available.
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PART IV: CONCLUSIONF AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
i
91. Based on the findings of this study, the following conclusions
are drawn:
_. Within the test load range (565 N to 690 N), the
ELMS soft-soil performance appears to be independent of
load (paragraph 62).
_. Within the rpm range tested, the soft-soll performance
of the ELMS was independent of drum rpm and loop transla-
tional speed (paragraph 63).
_. The ELMS performance on soft soll was influenced by pitch
mode. When the ELMS was mounted in the dynamometer
(phase I on level ground), the system performed better
(in terms of pull and slope-cllmblng capab_,lity) at a
given input (in terms of power requirements) when it was
operated under a restrained-pitch mode (paragraph 65).
However, when the ELMS was connected to the trailer
(phase II on slopes), the same trend developed only for
pull coefficients smaller tb_n 0.5. For larger pull
coefficients, the energy required to achieve a certain
output was larger in restrained-pltch mode than in the
free-pitch (paragraph 75).
d. Slope-climbing capability with the ELMS operating in
a free-pitch mode can be predicted from s_,,,le-unit
tests on level ground and in free-pitch mode (paragraph 79).
However, for a restralned-pltch mode, this is possible
only for pull coefficients smaller than about 0.4, or slopes
of about 22 deg (paragraph 80).
i _. The ELMS climbed the following maximum slopes: 35 deg
in free-pltch mode on dense soil (LSSs); 34 deg in
i restralned-pitch mode on dense soil: and 27 deg in the
restrained-pitch mode on loose soil (LSSI). Accounting
for load transfer, which took place in the restrained-
pitch mode, the corresponding maximum angles were 38 deg
on LSS5 (paragraph 74), and about 35 deg on LSS 1 (para-
graph 78). This effect of load transfer could be avoided,
if the trailer were replaced by a second powered ELMS II
unit.
7O
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f. Soll strength influenced ELMS performance. The energyB
required for a given system output was larger on loose
soll than on dense (paragraphs 68 and 78). Soll :;trength
also affected the maximum slope-cllmblng capability (see
conclusion e above).i
K' The maximum rlgld-step obstacle surmounted by the single
ELMS II unit was 46 cm high, and the maximum crex_sse
crossed was i00 cm wide (paragraphs 83 and 84). In both
cases, larger obstacles or crevasses could have been
negotiated, if the trailer had been replaced by a second
or a system of powered ELMS II units.
h. For torque coefficients smaller than about 0.5 (corre-
sponding to about 60 parcent of the maximum available
torque), the internal losses of the ELMS II were smaller
than those of the flrst-generatlon ELMS (ELMS I). For
larger torque coefficients, the internal losse_ of the
ELMS I were s_aller (paragraph 86).
_. The ELMS II showed an overall superior performance to that
of the ELMS I and the wheels used on the U. S. Lunar
Roving Vehicle (paragraphs 89-91).
Recommendations
93. The following general recommendations are presented for con-
sideration. Three or four model units should be built and tested to
study the performance of the ELMS if used as a running gear for a vehlcle.
Speclal consideration should be given to the evaluatlon of the optimum
ELMS configuration, i.e. three-looped or four-looped, and especlally to
the development of the pltch-control system in the linkage between units.
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APPENDIX A: DATA TABLES
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Tsble A7
Results of ObsLacle-Surmountlns, and
Crevasse-Crossin& Tests
Height of Step, Peak
Nidth of Crevasse Pitch ELMS Ii Torq i_ Test
Type of Test cm Condition rpm m-N R_sult
Step-obstacle 30 FR 5 35 Go |
surmounting 38 FR 5 42 Go
46 F 5 44 Go
Crevasse- I00 F 33 47 Go
crossing i00 FR 33 55 Go
150 FR 65 - "'_go
J.50 F_ 97 - flugo
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